Tired of software telling you what you can and can't do?

KDE is ours.
State of KDE 4

Linux collaboration Summit
Stephen Kelly
Different people. Different ideas. Same vision.
KDE is ours.

Change the world? Together, I like our odds.
The KDE Community
What we do
Result
Questions?
The KDE Community - Figures

12 years old
> 1800 SVN Accounts
3000 commits weekly
6 million lines of code
53 languages
25-35 million users
Cooperation

Code less. Create more. Deploy everywhere.

C++ Java $\rightarrow$ Qt $\rightarrow$ 

{Windows
Mac OS
Linux/X11
Windows CE
Embedded Linux
S60 (coming soon)}

Qt

Code less. Create more. Deploy everywhere.

Stephen Kelly <skelly@kde.org>, 2009
Products
Development Platform
Desktop Workspace
Application suites
High-level functionality

Easier to develop
Easier to maintain
Easier to improve
Easier to innovate
Easier to join
Networked Environment for Personal Ontology-based Management of Unified Knowledge
Nepomuk explained

Personal Information Model (PIMO)

Projects -> Travels -> Interests

Places -> People -> Plans

Native Structures (Data)

Documents -> Emails -> Calendar Entries

Presentations -> Contacts -> Websites

Stephen Kelly <skelly@kde.org>, 2009
Akonadi Architecture
Powerful applications
First results
Be free to make a wish, and then help make it come true.
Help us with the next Big Idea.
Conclusion
We’re making history together.

KDE is ours.
Thanks for listening!
Questions?
We strongly suggest using KDE.